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ACCESS  TO  INFORMATION  FROM  WRITTEN  TEXTS    (100 points)

  àø÷ðä úðáä¨úåãå÷ð ±°°© ÁèdI*Ç rN0©W$ÑÏ ±°°¨ 
 úåìàùä ìò äðòå ¬êéðôìù òè÷ä úà àø÷9-1®  WK8'_Ç s. V$Ã ñr# ¬p4U4Ã w:3Ç WFDI3Ç Ãd1Ç.9-1

Read the report below and then answer questions  1-9.

 THE  GREAT  INVENTIONS  FAIR
by Kevin Smiley

The Great Inventions Fair opened in New York last week. This fair is held every year in

a different city around the world. Two months before the fair opens, a group of judges

reviews thousands of applications from inventors. They choose three hundred inventions

which are then exhibited at the fair.

All inventors have the same dream. They hope an investor will buy their invention and

develop it into a product, bringing them both fame and money. At the last two fairs, 45%

of all the inventions were sold to investors. One such invention was a new kind of

environment-friendly electric car which was exhibited at the 2001 Paris Fair. However,

not all inventors have their dream come true. For example, no one wanted to invest

money in a swimming suit made of real fish scales, or in an ashtray that says, "Smoking

is dangerous", when someone lights a cigarette.

The fair attracts thousands of visitors. Some are just curious but the majority are investors

who want to purchase new inventions. "I am always looking for new business ideas,"

says Chan Wong, an investor from China. "This year I saw an automatic door that opens

just enough to match the width of a person walking through it. It is good for the

environment  because  it  saves  energy  by preventing cold air from coming into a room.

I may invest in this invention."

Visitors to the fair take part in voting for the Best Invention of the Year. The judges

decide on the winner based on the visitors' votes and their own professional opinions.

The winner receives a prize of $100,000 and is allowed to exhibit a new invention at the

next two fairs. The winning inventions from previous fairs have all become a great

success. For example, six years ago the winning invention was a small device that helps

owners find lost pets. It is now sold all over the world.

The fair is a fascinating place to spend an afternoon with the family.

∗  fair  Ñ ãéøé Ñ ÖdF4
¯³ ãåîòá êùîä¯
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¨úåãå÷ð ±°°©ÊULOKF:3Ç w0 ©W$ÑÏ ±°°¨ ®WK8'_Ç
Answer questions 1-9 in English according to the report and the instructions.

1. PUT  AN  X  BY  THE  TWO  CORRECT  ANSWERS.

What information is given in lines 1-4?

........ i) How often the fair takes place.

........ ii) How many judges there are.

........ iii) Where the inventors come from.

........ iv) Which inventions are the most popular.

........ v) How many inventions are shown at the fair.
    (2×7=14 points)

2. COMPLETE  THE  SENTENCE.  (lines 5-11)

Inventors want to exhibit their inventions at the fair because .................................................

....................................................................................... .
(7 points)

3. CIRCLE  THE  NUMBER  OF  THE  CORRECT  ANSWER.  (lines 5-11)

 The "talking ashtray" is mentioned as an example of an invention that (Ñ).

i) became a success at the 2001 Fair

ii) was a disappointment to its inventor

iii) helped people stop smoking
(7 points)

4. Name  TWO  reasons why people come to the fair.  (lines 12-17)

ANSWER: (1) They .......................................................................................................... .

(2) They .......................................................................................................... .
(2×8=16 points)

5. Two inventions exhibited at the fairs were the electric car (lines 7-8) and the automatic
door (lines 14-16). What do these two inventions have in common?

ANSWER:  ...............................................................................................................................
(10 points)

¯´ ãåîòá êùîä¯
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6. How do visitors to the fair influence the success of an invention?   (lines 18-23)

ANSWER: ................................................................................................................................
(8 points)

7. CIRCLE  THE  NUMBER  OF  THE  CORRECT  ANSWER.  (lines 18-23)

One of the prizes that the winning inventor receives is (Ñ).

i) a visit to China

ii) free entrance to all future fairs

iii) permission to exhibit at future fairs
    (6 points)

8. What decisions do the judges have to make before and during the fair?

ANSWER: (1) Before the fair: ........................................................................................... .

(2) During the fair: ........................................................................................... .
(2×8=16 points)

9. Give  TWO  examples of inventions mentioned in the text that brought their inventors

fame and money.

ANSWER: (1) .......................................................................................................................

(2) .......................................................................................................................
(2×8=16 points)

¡ ä ç ì ö ä á
ìàøùé úðéãîì äøåîù íéøöåéä úåëæ

èøåôñäå úåáøúä êåðéçä ãøùî úåùøá àìà íñøôì åà ÷éúòäì ïéà


